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A. Answer the following questions by choosing the correct option:  1x15=15 

1. Satyarthi was a ………….. winner. 

i. Nobel Prize in Physics      ii. Nobel Peace Prize   iii. Nobel Prize for Economic    

iv. Nobel Prize in Literature 

2. Satyarthi was called to present a …………..  

i. demonstration       ii. statistics iii. note  iv.lecture 

3. Satyarthi was representing the …………… 

i. cruelty of weather ii. abundance of nature      iii. sound of silence      iv. Crime of the 

society 

4. He met a skinny child labored …………. years ago. 

i. 20  ii. 30       iii. 40       iv. 50 

5. The ………….. said “Kill not your children because of poverty.” 

i. Gurugranth Sahib       ii. Gita  iii. Bible  iv. Holy Quran 

6. …………. Of global military expenditure children can come to classrooms. 

i. one day        ii. one week         iii. one month       iv. One year 

7. Satyarthi refuses to accept that shackles of slavery is strong tan ……… for freedom.  

i. establishment     ii. requirement    iii. quest  iv. understanding 

8. Satyarthi’s aim in life is that every child is …………. 

i. free to go to school    ii. free to dream    iii. free to fight   iv. Both i & ii 

9. The biggest crisis knocking at the door is ……………… 

i. hunger       ii. fear and killing      iii. injustice and poverty        iv. Fear and intolerance 

10.Rights and hope can be restored through …………. 

i. vacancy for jobs ii. education  iii. food     iv. shelter 

11. Satyarthi regarded ………….. as his daughter. 

i. Malala     ii. Rima    iii. Mayuri  iv. Koki 

12. Young people are choosing tolerance over …………… 

i. poverty       ii. extremism   iii. violence     iv. peace 

13. According to Satyarthi solutions cannot be found in …………….. in conferences. 

i. deliberations      ii. outside     iii. Nowhere    iv. park 

14. The solutions cannot be found in …………….. from a distance. 

i. sarcasm     ii. enthusiasm     iii. thoughtfulness     iv. prescriptions 

15. Satyrathi had privilege of working with ………… people. 

i. attacking   ii. violent    iii. courageous  iv. fearful 
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